
Lecture 3
Super Yang-Mills Theory



Outline
• Review: geometry and group theory for gauge theory.

• SUSY Yang-Mills theory: matter content, SUSY transformations,
and Lagrangian.

• SUSY QCD: adding matter to Yang-Mills theory.

• The effective scalar potential (the D-term potential).

• SUSY YM couplings in terms of component fields and Feynman
diagrams.

Reading: Terning 2.5, 2.6



Geometry of Yang–Mills Theory
Gauge theory is based on a Lie group G with elements U(x) that depend
on spacetime location.

The gauge group transforms matter fields according to some representa-
tion r

ψ(x)→ Ur(x)ψ(x)

The group elements can be written as

Ur(x) = eigΛr(x) = eigΛ
a(x)Tar

where the generators T a in the representation r satisfy

[T ar , T
b
r ] = ifabcT cr

with fabc the completely antisymmetric structure constants of the Lie
algebra. The range of the indices a, b, c is dim(g), the dimension of the
algebra.



Example 1: the adjoint representation

(T bAd)ac = ifabc

In this case the dimension of the representation is the same as that of
the algebra. For G = SU(N), dim(Ad) = dim(g) = N2 − 1.

Example 2: the group G = SU(N), with matter in the fundamental
representation. In this case the matrices U(x) are the unitary N × N
matrices and the T aN are a complete basis of N × N traceless matrices.
Thus dim(g) = N2 − 1 but dim(fund) = N .



The Gauge Connection
Ordinary derivatives involve points that are separated (infinitesimally),
so they transform non-locally under gauge transformations. Gauge co-
variant derivatives are constructed such that they transform covariantly:

Dµψ(x)→ Ur(x)Dµψ(x)

where

Dµ = ∂µ + igAµ = ∂µ + igAaµT
a
r

This property requires that the gauge connection transforms as

δgaugeAµ = −[Dµ,Λr]

in the notation where a matter field transforms as

δgaugeψ = igΛrψ



The field strength

Fµν = − i
g [Dµ, Dν ] = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ + ig[Aµ, Aν ]

is constructed so that it transforms in the adjoint,

Fµν → U(x)FµνU†(x)

Thus we can form the gauge invariant Yang-Mills action

LYM = − 1
2 tr FµνFµν = − 1

4F
a
µνF

aµν

In the normalization of the fundamental, where trtatb = 1
2δ
ab.



SUSY Yang–Mills
Reminder: the vector supermultiplet (from the study of the SUSY al-
gebra) has one massless vector particle with two polarizations, and one
massless Weyl fermion (the gaugino), also with two physical degrees of
freedom.

In the non-abelian case, the gauge particle is in the adjoint representa-
tion. The gaugino matter must also be in the adjoint representation, to
preserve SUSY .

In component form: a gauge transformation transforms the gauge field
(Aaµ) and the gaugino field (λa) as:

δgaugeA
a
µ = −∂µΛa + gfabcAbµΛc

δgaugeλ
a = gfabcλbΛc

where Λa is an infinitesimal gauge transformation parameter, g is the
gauge coupling.



Counting degrees of freedom
Gauge field: the vector field has four real components, one is removed
by gauge invariance, while the e.o.m. projects out another.

Gaugino: the Weyl spinor has two (complex) components, but half is
projected out by the e.o.m.

Summary:

off-shell on-shell
Aaµ 3 d.o.f. 2 d.o.f.

λaα, λ
†a
α̇ 4 d.o.f. 2 d.o.f.

For SUSY to be manifest off-shell add a real auxiliary boson field Da.

off-shell on-shell
Da 1 d.o.f. 0 d.o.f.

Note: each of the degrees of freedom counted are in the adjoint of the
gauge group.



SUSY Yang-Mills Lagrangian
The proposed SUSY Yang–Mills Lagrangian:

LSYM = − 1
4F

a
µνF

aµν + iλ†aσµDµλ
a + 1

2D
aDa

Comments:

• The gauge field strength is:

F aµν = ∂µA
a
ν − ∂νAaµ − gfabcAbµAcν

• The gauge covariant derivative of the gaugino is:

Dµλ
a = ∂µλ

a − gfabcAbµλc

• The auxiliary field has dimension [Da] = 2



SUSY variations for chiral theory
Reminder: the SUSY transformations for a single chiral supermultiplet,

δφ = εψ
δψα = −i(σµε†)α ∂µφ+ εαF
δF = −iε†σµ∂µψ

Comments:

• The boson SUSY variation is essentially the fermion.

• Spinorial SUSY parameter εα has mass dimension [ε] = − 1
2 .

• The fermion SUSY variation is essentially the boson, with deriva-
tive needed for dimensions to work out.

• The auxiliary field F has mass dimension two because it has no
dynamics, so the fermion variation may also have a term that is
essentially F , with no derivative acting on it.



• The auxiliary field SUSY variation is essentially the fermion, with
derivative needed for dimensions to work out.

• The Pauli matrices σµαα̇, σµα̇α are contracted with derivatives, to
ensure Lorentz invariance.

• The hermitean conjugate SUSY variations are:

δφ∗ = ε†ψ†

δψ†α̇ = i(εσµ)α̇ ∂µφ∗ + ε†α̇F∗
δF∗ = i∂µψ

†σµε



SUSY variations for Yang-Mills
The principles gleaned from the chiral theory essentially determine the
SUSY variations for Yang-Mills:

• The SUSY variation transform Aaµ and λaα into each other.

• The variations should be linear in ε and ε†, combined such that Aaµ
is kept real.

• They maintain the correct dimensions of fields with mass dimension
of [ε] = − 1

2 .

• The Pauli matrices σµαα̇, σµα̇α are contracted with Lorentz indices
on gradients ∂µ, to ensure Lorentz invariance.

• The SUSY variation of the gauge field is

δAaµ = − 1√
2

[
ε†σµλ

a + λ†aσµε
]



• The SUSY variation of λaα involve the derivative of the Aaµ, but
∂µA

a
ν is not gauge covariant, unlike λa and F aµν .

• A term proportional to εαDa and no derivatives is allowed by di-
mensional analysis.

• The SUSY variation of the gaugino and its conjugate are

δλaα = − i
2
√

2
(σµσνε)α F aµν + 1√

2
εα D

a

δλ†aα̇ = i
2
√

2
(ε†σνσµ)α̇ F aµν + 1√

2
ε†α̇ D

a

• The SUSY variation of Da should vanish when the equations of
motion are satisfied, so

δDa = − i√
2

[
ε†σµDµλ

a −Dµλ
†aσµε

]
• In each case the numerical factors are determined such that these

variations in fact transform the SUSY Yang-Mills Lagrangian into
a total derivative.



SUSY Gauge Theories
Goal: couple pure SUSY Yang-Mills to matter fields.

We add chiral supermultiplets Xj = φj , ψj ,Fj . These are supersym-
metric by themselves but their coupling to the gauge fields is nontrivial.

Generally the chiral supermultplets are charged under the gauge field,
with the same charge for each member of the chiral supermultiplet

δgaugeXj = igΛaT aXj

To preserve gauge invariance, derivatives must then be replaced by gauge
covariant derivatives:

Dµφj = ∂µφj + igAaµ T
aφj

Dµφ
∗j = ∂µφ

∗j − igAaµ φ∗jT a
Dµψj = ∂µψj + igAaµ T

aψj



The introduction of couplings through the gauge covariant derivaties
does not by itself preserve SUSY.

New renormalizable interactions:

(φ∗T aψ)λa , λ†a(ψ†T aφ) , (φ∗T aφ)Da

All are required by SUSY (with particular couplings):

• The first two are required to cancel terms in the SUSY transfor-
mations of the gauge interactions of φ and ψ.

• The third is needed to cancel pieces of the SUSY transformations
of the first two terms.



Lagrangian for SUSY gauge theory

L = LSYM + LWZ −
√

2g
[
(φ∗T aψ)λa + λ†a(ψ†T aφ)

]
+ g(φ∗T aφ)Da.

• LWZ is the general WZ-model, with ordinary derivatives replaced
by gauge-covariant derivatives.

• The superpotential in the WZ-model must be gauge invariant:

δgaugeW = igΛa ∂W∂φi T
aφi = 0.

• The SUSY variation of ψj have derivatives promoted to gauge co-
variant derivatives

δψjα = −i(σµε†)αDµφj + εαFj

• The SUSY variation of the auxiliary Fj has an additional term
required by the gaugino interactions:

δFj = −iε†σµDµψj +
√

2g(T aφ)j ε†λ†a



The Scalar Potential
The auxiliary field Da enters quadratically and without derivatives so,
as for the auxiliary Fj , it can be integrated out exactly by imposing the
e.o.m.:

Da = −gφ∗T aφ

Upshot: the scalar potential is given by “F-terms” and “D-terms”:

V (φ, φ∗) = F∗iFi + 1
2D

aDa = W ∗i W
i + 1

2g
2(φ∗T aφ)2

The scalar potential is positive definite (as required by SUSY):

V (φ, φ∗) ≥ 0

Condition that vacuum preserves SUSY: V = 0 ⇒ Fi = 0 and Da = 0.



Feynman Vertices

Figure 1:

Cubic and quartic Yang–Mills interactions. Wavy lines denote gauge
fields. From TrFµνFµν with Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ + ig[Aµ, Aν ].



Figure 2:

Interactions required by gauge invariance. From ψ̄D/ψ, λ̄D/λ, DµφD
µφ∗.

Solid lines denote matter fermions, wavy lines denote gauge bosons,
wavy/solid lines denote gauginos, dashed lines denote scalars.



Figure 3:

Additional interactions required by gauge invariance and SUSY: (a)
φ∗ψλ, (b) φ∗φD coupling. The (a), (a)*, (b) vertices all have the same
gauge index structure (proportional to the gauge generator T a). Inte-
grating out the auxiliary field in (c) gives (d), the quartic scalar coupling
proportional to T aT a.



Figure 4:

Dimensionless non-gauge vertices in a supersymmetric theory: (a) φiψjψk
Yukawa interaction vertex −iyijk, (b) φiφjFk interaction vertex iyijk,
(c) integrating out the auxiliary field yields, (d) the quartic scalar inter-
action −iyijny∗kln (required for cancelling the Λ2 divergence in the Higgs
mass).



Figure 5:

Dimensionful couplings: (a) ψψ mass insertion −iM ij , (b) φF mixing
term insertion +iM ij , (c) integrating out F in cubic term, (d) integrating
out F in mass term, (e) φ2φ∗interaction vertex −iM∗inyjkn, (f) φ∗φ mass
insertion −iM∗ikMkj (ensuring cancellation of log Λ in the Higgs mass).



Supercurrent
The conserved Noether supercurrent, Jµα :

εJµ + ε†J†µ = ∂L
∂(∂µX) δX − V

µ

For SUSY gauge theory:

Jµα = i√
2
Da (σµλ†a)α + Fi i(σµψ†i)α

+(σνσµψi)αDνφ
∗i − 1

2
√

2
(σνσρσµλ†a)α F aνρ

It is a long exercise to derive this result.



Status
So far in course:

• Introduced the SUSY algebra (from a simple perspective).

• Introduced the QFTs we will study.

• The simplest general properties of SUSY QFTs.

• Made some reference to Feynman diagrams.

Next few lectures:

• SUSY algebra and SUSY QFTs revisited (from a more general
perspective).

• More properties of general SUSY QFTs.

• More experience with Feynman diagrams.


